A 54-year-old Caucasian woman, a new immigrant from Russia, suffered from bilateral swollen eyelids and proptosis from the age of 30 years. She had undergone 20 eyelid operations in Russia up to 1993. She first presented to us with bilateral exophthalmos, lagophthalmos, swollen eyelids with small nodules and dark pigmentation of the eyelid skin. The patient was unable to close her eyes due to severe proptosis and stiffness of the lower lid with diminished movement. Infiltration of orbicularis was not ruled out by biopsy. Her visual acuity in the right eye was 6/12, and finger counting in the left eye due to corneal opacities. An orbital CT scan showed diffuse enlargement of the extraocular muscles including their tendons and diffuse infiltration of subcutaneous tissues with no bone involvement (Fig. 1) Kimura's disease occurs predominantly in Chinese and Japanese, in a younger age group and the duration of the disease is longer than ALHE; the lesions are large masses of deep soft tissue without distinct borders. ALHE occurs in older patients and presents for a short duration; the lesions are small erythematous papules or nodules that itch and bleed easily.
The aetiology is not fully understood. An immunological disturbance or an allergic reaction was suggested in Kimura's disease, while ALHE was considered to be a proliferative reaction of vascular endothelial cells with a secondary inflammatory response. The lesions have a predilection for the head and neck. Kimura's disease occurs more often around the ear and salivary glands. Other sites such as the oral cavity, groin, trunks and limbs may also be involved. A search of the English literature revealed 18 cases of periocular involvement.1-7 All reported orbital cases were extraconal, poorly circumscribed, and grew in the anterior and superior orbital aspects along the contour of the globe and the bony walls. One case was associated with an Iowa implant after enucleation? Lymph node involvement in Kimura's disease has been reported to range from 67% to 100%. 2 Blood eosinophilia and elevated IgE were more frequently seen in Kimura's disease than in ALHE. Malignant transformation was not noted in any of the cases of either entity. Systemic associations include asthma and nephrotic syndrome. The treatment of choice is surgical excision. Recurrence rate is 15"40% due to the branching vascular nature of the condition that makes margins difficult to determine.1-3 Steroid treatment causes a rapid shrinkage of the lesion, but the action is transient and relapse is common after reduction or cessation of the drug.8 Radiotherapy treatment has good results with a decrease in size, but was not recommended for a benign condition.8
Our case had findings characteristic of both Kimura's disease and ALHE. As in Kimura's disease the patient had multiple subcutaneous nodules, and the onset was insidious at a young adult age. The histological findings were also characteristic of Kimura's disease. However, as seen in ALHE, our patient was Caucasian, and had no adenopathy, blood eosinophilia or raised serum IgE.
In conclusion, periocular Kimura's disease may have devastating outcome with deformed appearance and visual loss resulting from exposure keratitis. When the orbit is diffusely involved complete surgical excision is unattainable and progress of the disease is inevitable.
